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Sublimating the legacy of the master of tango, Ástor Piazzolla in 2021, the very year for
commemorating the centenary of his birth, means grappling with a heritage marked to the
undies by an often absurd and cruel patriarchal academicism. And so, at the tender age of 26,

Jallu has opted to revamp the selected repertoire with a treatment given to jazz classics with a
resolutely contemporary-music approach.
Her deconstruction of Libertango, off kilter but freed from its popular-song shackles, sets forth
its subtle rhythmical alterations opening into unexplored paths for improvisation, which here
are carried out as a group. The bandoneon’s melancholic bitterness gives a sweet-and-sour
savor to the whole. It stimulates the other musicians to pour out their notes of globalized
Argentine blues, a.k.a. tango. Flights of fancy on the piano, strings smacked at times, feverish
vibrations rocking the Fender Rhodes, mad breakaways from the violin, saturations from the
guitar, and vibratory power from the bass, all respond to the leader’s sensitive calls. Her selfconfident virtuosity (over two decades with her instrument) does not overshadow the talents of
her fellow musicians on this album. (As a side note, she invited Piazzolla’s former pianist to join
her, as well as Médéric Collignon with his bugle for another track.)
The other tracks give us a feeling of DIY shop, and it’s quite a lovely thing. The repertoire
overflows with experiments that give rise to more questions than conclusive responses. It seeks
out the springs within the “secret mechanisms” of this music, yet never claims to have found
them. It comes as no surprise when you learn that Jallu’s arrangements were co-signed with
Bernard Cavanna, head of the bandoneon department at the conservatory in Gennevilliers (a
European rarity). This workshop listens carefully to its environment, and gleefully incorporates
outside sounds (striking sounds such as footsteps and barking, notably in Buenos Aires Hora
Cero). Using this modest but devilishly efficient positioning, Louise Jallu unfurls her artistic flag
into the winds of tango, which we hope will forever be eternal.
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